BIOPULSAR REFLEXOGRAPH - Brief Guide
Important - Biopulsar Reflexograph system ( including modules-total products & services) is a
complementary supporting Tool for the Medical / Healthcare / Wellness Professionals. Use of BiopulsarReflexograph® system cannot & does not replace medical consultations with a qualified health or medical
professional to meet health and medical needs. It cannot & is not meant to replace the skills, knowledge,
care or treatment that only a qualified professional can provide. The use of our diagnosis systems and
other modules does not offer any substitute for therapeutic training and does not confer any health care
skills. We do not provide medical advice, and are not engaged in providing medical and professional
services.
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Biopulsar-Reflexograph – State of the art technology and the latest in energetic diagnostic systems.
The Biopulsar system has more sensors and measuring stations than any other aura system and
most biofeedback devices, ensuring accuracy in data read.
Specific organ analysis and presentation unique to the Biopulsar-Reflexograph. Reads 50 reflex
zones thereby giving an instant and complete patient health report.
Less expensive yet more detailed than most diagnostic biofeedback systems.
Simple and fast to use. No waiting for results.
Precision aura pictures corresponding to over 90% of the real subjective perceptible biofield of the
human energetic system.
Unprecedented and explicit organ, colour and chakra biofeedback.
The Biopulsar displays real-time feedback that leads to instant solutions by offering the fastest way of
understanding "cause and effect" and ultimately the "cure." It provide multi-dimensional and holistic
approach into one's health.
Scientific, holistic and unbiased formats revealing a variety of perspectives into a clients make-up.
Proves the mind/body connection as well as spiritual aspects for in-depth counselling through several
biofeedback capabilities exclusive to only the Biopulsar technology!
Preventative medicine – Shows energetic weaknesses before they manifest into physical, mental or
emotional symptoms.
X-rays and other diagnostic systems are unable to show more than just physical symptoms However,
the Biopulsar has the ability to see these symptoms in the reflex zone analysis or in the colour
attributes. The Biopulsar can pinpoint underlying areas of concern that would normally be missed by
standard methods of testing offering the practitioner an integrated Eastern and Western approach.
The Biopulsar biofeedback capabilities allow you to view your client's body and mind responses to
thoughts and remedies (such as foods, nutritional supplements, medicine, colour, etc.) for a complete
analysis.

Lastly, the Biopulsar-Reflexograph establishes you as specialist in the area of bioenergetics giving your
clients a complete health analysis of their mind, body & spirit for self-improvement and to keep them on
the track of becoming or staying well (preventative medicine)!

Biopulsar-Reflexograph® - The Leader of New Energy Technology
♦

The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® not only expands your energy diagnostic capabilities allowing
you to identify a wider range of existing and potential conditions, it also improves patient
communication, comprehension and case acceptance.
♦ The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® allows any holistic practitioner to instantly see the body’s
physical health and access the hidden and forgotten emotional and mental attributes–making
the connection of the body, mind and spirit.
♦ By gaining this type of feedback of the colour traits and correlating these energies to the
whole of the person, the trained Biopulsar analyst can support any therapy.
.
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♦ The Biopulsar has numerous uses in behavioral medicine and medical applications that unite
the body and mind. The Biopulsar complements a variety of different disciplines / Health
Practice such as –
Medical, Holistic and Preventative Health Practitioners, Acupuncturists, Homeopaths,
Ayurvedic Doctors, Naturopaths, Dentists, Psychologists, Hypnotherapists, Chiropractors,
Physical Therapists, Nutritionalists, Bio-energetic Researchers, Biofeedback Training,
Scientists, Psychiatrists, Paranormal Investigators, Mental Institutions, Hospitals, Cancer
Clinics, Healing Centres, Research Institutes, and Drug and Rehabilitation Centres.

Development
1. The development of the Biopulsar-Reflexograph is based on over 17 years experience with
thousands of biofeedback measurements, together with aura photography and aura consultations.
2. For several years, the developer, Martina Gruber, worked with an international research team
consisting of biofield researchers, therapists and sensitive life-energy investigators; many of whom
attended esoteric and medical fairs and congresses worldwide, conducted biofeedback
measurements and aura pictures on thousands of people and who evaluated these measurements.
3. Through empirical studies and field experiments of different auras and using biofeedback devices,
paired with "clear-sighted potential" and therapeutic knowledge, more and more insight in the
constitutional peculiarities and structures of the multidimensional human energy body were attained
4. The development of the Aurastar 2000 technology was done in cooperation with the Ayurvedic
Medical Doctors, the Aura-Seer Master Machine Builder Harald Markert, as well as several wellknown electronic companies.

Technology
1. The Biopulsar-Reflexograph is based on the latest computer technology combined with the scientific
basis of the reflex-zone and meridian teachings.
2. The hand sensor is a refined receiver for biomedical signals, which are taken from the reflex zones of
the left hand's palm. The absorption of the signals is done by putting the hand on a set of gold plated
sensor pegs furnished on an electronic circuit board. The sensors have an outstanding conducting
capacity through the gold plating
3. Only low frequency currents are used on the Biopulsar for the measurements of the skin resistance.
Through this method it is guaranteed that during the measuring, the body cannot be inflicted with any
harmful or disturbing impulses or manipulated by single probe point measuring systems.

The Sciences behind the Biopulsar Biofeedback System
1. Through the use of specialized electrodes, the Biopulsar-Reflexograph handplate sensors scan
various parts of the body through the reflex zones in the hand.
2. The Biopulsar biofeedback technology monitors and measures physical states such as muscle tone,
skin temperature, the amount of skin perspiration, brain wave activity and other physical conditions.
3. Response from the Biopulsar's system is a visual display of information gathered from the electrodes
translated into graph and colour wavelength formats. This type of "feedback" provides the practitioner
with a new, perceptible awareness of different body/mind processes, which extend beyond a human's
"normal" five senses.
4. In short, the Biopulsar gives both the practitioner and her/his patient information about the patient's
physiological functions that was previously unavailable to her/his conscious mind. Seeing one's own
response patterns allow a patient to see her/himself from a "new" perspective and partake in
improving her/his own condition.
Biopulsar technology incorporates several proven sciences such as biofeedback, neuroscience,
reflexology, kinesiology, palmistry and body and colour languages to name a few, making it the most
advanced bioenergetics technology in the world!
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Features, Advantages & Benefits (FAB) Chart
Features

Advantages

Benefits

State of the
Art
Technology

No other alternate system technology
in the market is as advanced in its
capabilities.

Over 140
Measuring
Stations

Accuracy in ability to analyze full body
Repeatability of Vitality Measurements.
analysis.

Several years ahead of any other
energy diagnostic system.

Indirect
Meridian
Testing

The only system on the market that
measures 49 organs via the reflex
zones.

Exclusive only to the Biopulsar.

Pure Pulse
Diagnosis

Can be used by licensed professionals
and therapists wanting a tool to
analyze organ vitality levels.

Instant view of 50 organs (body parts)
and their energy levels.

Other systems give generalized
Ideal for: Remedy & Product Testing,
Reflex Zone
reports on data read including possible Pulse Diagnosis (TMC, Ayurvedic, etc.),
Biofeedback
symptoms, remedies and treatments; Aura and Mental as well as Holistic and
of Complete
whereas, the Biopulsar can be used to
Psychological Counselling, and
Body via 50
gain deeper insight into the body and
Control Therapy to name a few
Organs
mind connection.
applications.
Simultaneous
Measuring of
50 Hand
Reflex Zones
in Real Time

All the sensors are measured at the
same time and in real time (500ms)
thereby reducing errors.

Ideal for accurate meridian & pulse
diagnostics and in-depth biofeedback
analysis.

Record and
Replay
Function

Documents all parameters read

Ability to record client's progress over
a period of time.

Support
Hotline

Staffed by an expert Doctor and
Educator

Ask the energy specialist and a
seasoned system user.

Portable

Operates from a laptop and fits into a
carrying case.

Compact and easy to take anywhere!

Easy to
Operate

Suitable for all levels of users.

Can be operated by staff.

Preventative
Medicine

Help clients improve their energy
weaknesses before they manifest into
a physical symptoms.

Energy imbalances can be easily
seen on the Biopulsar. Helps in
preventing illness.

Simplistic

Operates in Windows format.

Immediate effective use.

Affordable

Less expensive than most other
diagnostic and biofeedback systems.

Payback fast and easy.
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The intensive training program is a collaboration of research, experiences and includes training
material.

Note:
♦

♦

The Biopulsar-Reflexograph has over 140 measuring stations (no other aura technology has as many
stations ) and therefore uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) and complex bio data displays for achieving
accurate organ vitality as well as aura and chakra measurements. This means each organ, aura and
chakra percentage can be displayed to a vitality precision. The Biopulsar does not produce poor
quality Polaroid photos nor enhance a picture's colours. The Biopulsar replicates one's aura
according to the actual body's vitality!
To our knowledge all other biofield systems are basing their so-called aura and chakra analysis on
few measuring poles with little connection to the body. The Biopulsar relies on several measuring
points to determine an organ's vitality reading, which means the accuracy of the body part is not
influenced by the hand size. Rather the Biopulsar technology is based on reflex zones and many
other proven scientific factors. (Read the Biopulsar's Introduction or Technology Development
information for a more detailed description of the technology's development and capabilities.)

__________________________________________________________________
Healthcare Information Cell, Kanchanjunga Healthcare Pvt. Ltd.
Tel : 91-22-64518341
E-mail : khealthcare09@gmail.com
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